
megabus launches
in the UK

Services commence
from London to Oxford
on 4 August

2003

Most innovative
transport project,
Scottish Transport
Awards

A joint venture
between megabus
and Scottish Citylink
led to co-ordination
of services in Scotland

2005

megabus USA receives its
first double decker buses

megabus moves to London
Victoria Coach Station

megabus turns 5

megabus carries
its 10 millionth
passenger
in the UK

2008

megabus
launches
in Canada

2009

Glasgow to
London sleeper
service launches

2011

megabus launches
international services
into mainland Europe

megabus turns 10

megabusgold launches
with overnight sleeper
services

megabus opens
depot in Belgium
for routes across
Europe

2014

megabus introduces
airport services including
Heathrow and Gatwick

2017

megabus turns 15

54m+ customers have
travelled with megabus
in the UK

Our coaches have covered
over 130mnmiles on the
megabus network since
2003

megasightseeing launches

2018
Seat reservation
launches

A further multi-million
pound investment in
new vehicles, including
6 Plaxton Panoramas

Our mascot, Sid, retires

2019

coach tracker launches

megabus cancels services
for the first time in 17 years
amid a global pandemic

megabus re-launches
after the pandemic with
a heart-warming ‘Grand
Reunion’ competition

Southwest Falcon
becomes part of
megabus

megabus are
purchased by
Scottish Citylink
Coaches Limited

2022

Celebrating 20 years
of making travel simple

megabus launches its
biggest network ever

2020

2013

2012

2023

2004

2007

2021

2004
Most Innovative Transport Project,
Scottish Transport Awards.

2012
Innovation Award,
Route One Operator Excellence Awards.

2012
Innovation Award,
UK Bus Awards.

2013
Making Coaches a Better Choice Award,
UK Coach Awards.

2014
American Bus Association’s
Green Operator Award.

2015
Named Safety Champion by the Transportation
Safety Exchange in the United States.

2019
‘Sweetheart Saver’ campaign wins,
The Drum PR Award, and In2 SABRE Awards.

2021
‘Grand Reunion’ post-Covid campaign wins,
The Drum PR Award, PR Moment Awards,
and Drum Marketing Award.

Award Winning Travel

megabus is the market-leading value coach operator in England, Scotland
and Wales, with the aim of making travel simple for customers. It is part of

Scottish Citylink Coaches Limited.

The megabus service, which was first launched in the UK in 2003, offers great
value fares across the country. Linking 90 locations and offering high-quality
travel in some of the country's most modern coaches, megabus carries more

than 4 million passengers a year.

†Seat reservations and extra leg room are optional extras and subject to additional charge and availability. Not available in internal Scotland and with some third-party operators.
*Subject to availability and connection.


